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ABSTRACT: Unlike the classical organometallic approach, we report here a synthetic pathway requiring no reducing sources or 
heating to produce homogenous hexagonal close packed cobalt nanocrystals (NCs). Involving a disproportionation process, this 
simple and fast (6 min) synthesis is performed at room temperature in presence of eco-friendly fatty alcohols to passivate Co NCs. 
Through a recycling step, the yield of Co NCs is improved and the waste generation is limited making this synthetic route cleaner. 
After an easy exchange of the capping ligands, we applied them as unsupported catalyst in the stereo-selective semi-hydrogenation 
of alkynes.

INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, the formation of well-defined nanoparticles (NPs) 
can be considered as common. Indeed, countless syntheses 
have been published over the past 20 years1, increasing the 
morphological control and the originality of the nano-objects 
formed2. This new nanometric organization makes cobalt NPs 
appearing as promising materials with potential magnetic3, 
electronic4 and catalytic5 applications. The chemical route 
highly contributed to this progress and allowed a high control 
on their structural homogeneity (shape, size, crystallinity), a 
crucial point to improve the performance of these objects6. 
This approach provided efficient ways to synthesis homoge-
nous cobalt NPs using cobalt salts or organometallic complex-
es as starting material7. In scheme 1, we summarized remark-
able strategies allowing to synthetize a wide range of cobalt 
nano-objects (spheres, rods, wires, disks…). The reverse mi-
celles strategy generates nano-spheres at room temperature by 
a microemulsion of water in oil. The reduction of the cobalt 
salts was carried out with sodium borohydride, resulting in an 
undesirable formation of additional Co2B NPs8 (scheme 1.a). 
The polyol method has the advantage of using the polyol itself 
as a solvent and reducing agent, but requires high temperature 
to induce the reduction process9. Well-defined nanorods or 
platelets can be obtained through a nucleating agent (Ru or Ir 
seeds) (scheme 1.b). Via a hot injection of cobalt(0) complex 
Co2CO8, Alivisatos et al. induced its thermolysis and the for-
mation of nanodisks in only few seconds. However, a mixture 
of crystalline phases was observed and pure hexagonal close 
packed (hcp) Co NPs remained difficult to isolate10 (scheme 
1.c). A shape control was performed by Chaudret’s group 
using [Co(η3-C8H13)(η4-C8H12)] giving spheres and rods after 
respectively 3h and 48h (wires were also accessible with an-
other ligand mixture in 48h). Nevertheless, 3 bars H2 are re-
quired to reduce this cobalt(I) complex11 (scheme 1.d). More 
recently, the same group developed a new route involving 
Co{N(SiMe3)2}2 to achieve polymorphismic nano-objects with 

variable crystalline structure, but a reductive atmosphere and 2 
days at 150°C were required. A major drawback here, is the 
synthesis and the storage of the starting material12 (scheme 
1.e). 

 
Scheme 1. Previous pathways to synthesize cobalt nano-
objects (AOT = dioctyl sulfosuccinate). 

These syntheses need specific synthetic conditions like high 
temperature, reductive atmosphere and/or additional reagents 
(reductants, nucleation seeds, etc.). Some of them also re-
quired long reaction time up to 2 days. In addition, some sol-
vents and reagents involved in these syntheses can cause pol-
lution and safety issues (toxic or explosive gases, high temper-
ature, polluting waste, etc.). Consequently, development of a 
synthetic strategy presenting faster, cleaner and less energetic 
conditions appears as a key point to go further13. More gener-
ally, safer and eco-friendly reagents and conditions appear 
more and more mandatory. 

Disproportionation process is a fairly old reaction described by 
Gadolin in 1788 on tin.14 This redox pathway was used to 
synthesize gold15 and copper16 NPs. In the case of copper, fine 
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morphological control is obtained using thermodynamic or 
kinetic conditions16b. In 2016, we extended this pathway to 
cobalt by the formation of hcp cobalt nanospheres and nano-
rods in oleylamine at 190°C.17 

In this context, it seems interesting to us to optimize this origi-
nal process to synthesize cobalt nanoparticles under the mild-
est conditions. Herein, we report the synthesis of homogenous 
hcp-Co nanocrystals (NCs) at room temperature in just 6 
minutes, implying a disproportionation pathway no reductive 
agents are necessary. Moreover, the capping of generated NPs 
is performed by bio-sourced fatty alcohol ligands, which is 
unusual for cobalt NPs but previously observed for other tran-
sition metal NPs.18 In addition, through a recycling process, 
most of waste can be reused for the synthesis of the starting 
cobalt complex. Finally, we applied this cleaner pathway to 
synthesis cobalt nano-catalyst for semi-hydrogenation of al-
kynes. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Recently, Nocera et al. were able to generate H2 from HCl 
using [ClNi(PPh3)3] as catalyst.19 Interestingly, the proposal 
mechanism suggests as first catalytic step a disproportionation 
of this Ni(I) complex in THF at RT. In an older publication, 
Gosser described the formation of a “black magnetic powder” 
when [ClCo(P(OPh)3)3] is dissolved in acetonitrile at 45°C and 
also concluded in a disproportionation process.20 In these two 
examples, interactions between each complexes and its respec-
tive solvent are likely involved. Probably a solvent-phosphine 
exchange is capable of inducing this redox process. Indeed, 
MeCN and THF are known to be coordinated solvents, several 
examples present organometallic complexes coordinated by 
them. 

Thus in our experiments, once [ClCo(PPh3)3] was dissolved in 
THF a black precipitate stuck on the magnetic stirring bar and 
a blue supernatant were quickly observed at RT (Table 1, 
entry 1). This blue colour is characteristic of [Cl2Co(PPh3)2] 
complex suggesting a disproportionation process. Moreover, 
the ongoing monitoring of the colour of the solution allows the 
estimation of the end of the reaction. Initially brown, it quickly 
changed to black with emerald green reflects and when they 
turn night blue the reaction can be considered finished. It is 
assumed that this redox process generates [Co(PPh3)4] and 
[Cl2Co(PPh3)2] in a 50:50 ratio from [ClCo(PPh3)3]. However, 
[Co(PPh3)4] has never been isolated. Once generated, it rapidly 
degraded as metallic cobalt and free triphenylphosphine. In 
order to control the growth of these resulting cobalt nuclei, a 
wide range of ligands were tested (Table 1).  

The first ligand we tested was oleylamine (OAm), a common 
fatty amine for capping NPs. With the addition of 5 equiva-
lents (eq.) of OAm, only small polydispersed Co NPs were 
collected and the reaction time was greatly increased (Table 1 
vs entry 2). This can be explained by a ligand exchange on the 
starting complex between triphenylphosphine and oleylamine, 
resulting in an inhibition of the THF effect. Then, other lig-
ands were tested having closer coordination properties to THF. 
With ether ligands, the redox reaction occurred in 10 minutes 
or less. However, NPs isolated have a random shape and size 
(Table 1, entries 3 to 6). In presence of 5 equivalents of tride-
canol, a fatty alcohol, NPs presenting homogenous shape and 
size can be easily collected in only 9 minutes (Table 1, entry 
8). Variable amounts of tridecanol were tested to improve the 

reaction. With only 3 equivalents of tridecanol, the results 
were similar but the reaction time decreased to 6 minutes 
(Table 1, entry 9). Interestingly, no morphological changes 
were observed over the time (Table 1, entry 9 vs entry 10). 
Nevertheless, beyond 10 equivalents of tridecanol, the reaction 
time increased and the shape control is lost (Table 1, entry 7). 
Other alcohols have been tested: i) with a smaller alkyl chain 
such as octanol, the NPs formed are not well defined (Table 1, 
entry 11); ii) with longer alkyl chain such as octadecanol 
(stearyl alcohol), similar NPs were collected (Table 1, entry 
12). Stearyl alcohol is interesting as a cheaper and innocuous-
ness alternative to tridecanol. Among all these tests, 3 equiva-
lents of tridecanol (or octadecanol) can be considered as the 
optimal conditions.  

Table 1. Synthesis of nanoparticles by [ClCo(PPh3)3] dispro-
portionation in THF at room temperature. 

 

Entry Ligand Amount  Time Observationsa 

1 None - 3 min 
Black magnetic powder 

+ blue supernatant 

2 Oleylamine 5 eq. 24 h NPs, d = 1.1 ± 0.6 nm 

3 
Diglyme 

5 eq. 7 min Polydisperse size NPs 
heterogeneous shape 4 1 eq. 3 min 

5 
Dioctylether 

5 eq. 8 min Polydisperse size NPs 
heterogeneous shape 6 1 eq. 3 min 

7 

Tridecanol 

10 eq. 15 min No homogenous shape 

8 5 eq. 9 min Spherical NPs  
d = 8.7 ± 0.6 nm (7%) 

Homogenous shape and 
size 

9 3 eq. 6 min 

10 3 eq. 30 min 

11 Octanol 3 eq. 4 min No homogenous shape 

12 Octadecanol 3 eq. 4 min Homogenous shape and 
size (d = 8.6 ± 0.5 nm)  

aAll TEM pictures are available in the supporting information 
(Table S1).  
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Figure 1. a) Synthesis of Co hcp-NCs from [CoCl(PPh3)3], b) 
[CoBr(PPh3)3], c) [CoI(PPh3)3] complexes with 3 equivalents 
of tridecanol in THF in respectively 6, 12 and 45 min at room 
temperature. d) Evolution of the size of NPs by cobalt(I) com-
plex used as starting material. 

After ethanol treatment, the TEM pictures show spherical NPs 
with an average size of 8.7 ± 0.6 nm and a very small polydis-
persity (7%) (Figure 1.a). IR and SEM-EDX show mainly the 
presence of fatty alcohols, traces of chlorine and no tri-
phenylphosphines (see Supporting Info). As we have shown in 
our previous approach,21 the halide present on the starting 
complex has a significant importance on the kinetics of the 
disproportionation process. Indeed, with heavier halides deriv-
atives, bromine and iodide, the reaction time increases up 12 
min and 45 min respectively (Figure 1.b-c). This affects the 
size of NPs, which decrease according to the atomic number 
of the halide, from 8.7 ± 0.6 nm for chloride to 2.7 ± 0.4 nm 
for iodide (Figure 1.d).  

Once isolated, the NPs can be re-dispersed in a solution of 20 
eq. of OAm in toluene. Thereby, a ligand exchange between 
fatty alcohol and oleylamine was carried out. Oleylamine is a 
classic NPs surfactant known to generate 2D and 3D organiza-
tion1a. After treatment, this exchange was monitored by TEM 
(Figure 2). We also demonstrated that a partial or total ligand 
exchange could be realized with other chemical functions such 
as acid, phosphine or phosphine oxide (see Supporting Info).   

 
Figure 2. a) Co NPs after ligand exchange with oleylamine, b) 
Co NPs capped by OAm and organized 2D and 3D. c) Size 
distribution of Co NPs. 

In order to fully characterize the structure of these 8.7 nm Co 
NCs, microscopic and macroscopic analyses were performed 
(Figure 3). The electron diffraction collected by TEM exhibits 
several rings showing the presence of a crystalline structure. 
After size measurement, the reticular distances corresponded 
to (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200) and (112) 
crystalline plans of hcp crystalline phase (Figure 3.d). This 
phase was confirmed by High Resolution TEM (HRTEM) 
with the presence of similar distances found by Fourier trans-
form corresponding to (100), (002) and (101) plans (Figure 
3.a-c). X-Ray diffraction (XRD) analysis performed on NPs 
powder shows a set of fine peaks at 18.9°, 20.1°, 21.2°, 32.8°, 
34.4°, 38.2° and 38.7° corresponding to hcp cobalt crystalline 
structure (Figure 3.e). 

Scherrer’s calculation was applied to the peak at 32.8° giving 
a crystallite size of approximately 8 nm matching with the size 
of NPs. All reticular distances and their corresponding plans of 
these analyses are summarized in Table 2. Nevertheless, broad 
peaks at 15°, 16.3° and 27° were also observed and correspond 
to Co3O4 crystalline structure. Scherrer's calculation applied to 
these peaks gives a crystallite size of smaller than 1 nm, likely 
resulting from an oxidized shell. This oxidation can be ex-
plained by the weakness of fatty alcohols as a chelating ligand. 
Interestingly, no oxidative layer is visible by microscopic 
analyses, so we cannot exclude a possible oxidation during the 
sample preparation.  

 
Figure 3. a) HRTEM pictures of the 8.7 nm Co NCs stabilized 
by fatty alcohol. b) Zoom on one isolated Co NCs, c) FT of this 
Co NCs. d) Electron diffraction from TEM of similar NPs. e) 
X-Ray diffraction of Co NCs powder. 

Table 2. Theoretical reticular distances for bulk hcp Co, ex-
perimental reticular distances obtain by X-ray diffraction, 
TEM and HRTEM. All data are in Å. 
 

h k l dhkl (hcp) 
theorical 

dhkl X-Ray 
diffraction 

dhkl e- diff by 
TEM dhkl HRTEM 

1 0 0 2.171 2.16 2.21 2.14 
0 0 2 2.025 2.03 2.07 2.05 
1 0 1 1.916 1.92 1.93 1.91 
1 0 2 1.485 - 1.54 - 
1 1 0 1.254 1.25 1.27 - 
1 0 3 1.150 1.19 1.17 - 
2 0 0 1.086 1.08 1.09 - 
1 1 2 1.067 1,07 1.06 - 

In literature, Alivisatos et al.10a and Cheon et al.22 have shown 
that the hot-injection of Co2(CO)8 at 180°C gives Co nano-
crystals. After a rapid cooling and short reaction time (kinetic 
conditions) both of them observed a mixture of hcp-Co and ε-
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Co. When the time of reaction increases to minutes (thermo-
dynamic conditions) only a pure ε-Co phase is synthesized. 
However, under kinetic conditions, they specified that the 
mixture was mainly composed of hcp-Co, ε-Co was due to the 
too slow cooling of the medium. In our case, the dispropor-
tionation process allows a synthesis at RT in 6 minutes and 
only hcp-Co phase is observed which is consistent with kinetic 
conditions.  

This structural organisation possesses a higher anisotropy 
improving the magnetic performance of these objects.22 There-
fore, Co NCs magnetic behaviour was monitored by vibrating-
sample magnetometer (VSM). Their magnetization cycle was 
performed at 3 K and 300 K and we focus our attention on the 
coercity field (Figure 4.a). It decreased with the temperature 
from 0.17 T to 0.03 T respectively at 3 K and 300 K, but at 
both temperatures, an open hysteresis loop is clearly observed. 
Thus observations are consistent with a ferromagnetic behav-
iour as described by Zhang et al. with other hcp-cobalt NPs 
(0.16 T at 3 K and 0.05 T at 300 K).23  

 

 
Figure 4. a) ZFC-FC curve obtained for 8.7 nm spherical Co 
NCs in solution with an EtOH quench.23b b) Magnetization 
curves at 3K and 300K of 8.7 nm spherical Co NCs in solution 
with an EtOH quench.  

We also reported zero-field cooled / field cooled (ZFC/FC) 
measurement (Figure 4.b). First, a peak was observed on ZFC 
curve at 10 K. This may be due to traces of oxide previously 
mentioned after XRD analysis. Secondly, no overlap of ZFC 
and FC curves was observed below 350 K. Consequently, the 

blocking temperature TB (transition temperature between 
superparamagnetic and ferromagnetic fields) was not reached 
at 350 K. Theoretically, TB is estimated at 410 K for NPs with 
d ~ 8.7 nm (magnetic anisotropic constant of hcp cobalt = 4.1 
x 105 J.m-3) explaining the ferromagnetic behaviour observed 
at RT. Interestingly, 8 nm cobalt NPs synthesized by Legrand 
et al. with a fcc structure present a lower TB at only 85 K, for 
non-isolated NPs.24 Such an observation confirms the hcp 
structure of these NPs. 

As mentioned, this redox pathway generates a maximum of 
50% of [Co(PPh3)4] induce an expected yield of 50%. This can 
be considered as a major drawback in the development of this 
synthetic route. Nevertheless, after calcination of stabilized Co 
NPs only 42 mol% of cobalt introduced is contained in the 
NPs. Moreover, after ethanol treatment, the NPs are easily 
separated from the solution of [Cl2Co(PPh3)2] and free tri-
phenylphosphine which can be recycled in [ClCo(PPh3)3] by 
addition of NaBH4 with a yield of 76 %. Thus, based on re-
covered starting material the yield of the reaction is 86% 
(Scheme 2) and after two recycling runs the yield of isolated 
NPs increases up to 68%.  

 
Scheme 2. Synthesis of NPs via a disproportionation pathway 
at RT and recyclability of cobalt(II) complex in starting mate-
rial.  

A recent publication estimated that a quarter of chemical 
transformations involve at least one hydrogenation step25a. In 
this context, NPs are more and more applied in catalytic hy-
drogenation, taking advantage of their large specific surface 
due to a high surface/volume ratio25b. Therefore, the develop-
ment of Co NPs easily synthesized emerges as a promising 
pathway to access to hydrogenation catalyst. Recently, Bel-
ler’s group published a selective semi-hydrogenation of al-
kynes using supported cobalt NPs as catalyst.5a Compared to 
the two others crystalline phases accessible for Co NPs (ε and 
fcc), the hcp-Co structure is acclaimed in catalysis,26 for in-
stance, experimental observations show that Fisher-Tropsch’s 
reaction was better performed by hcp-cobalt catalyst.27 There-
fore, we focus our attention on the semi-hydrogenation of 
diphenylacetylene (DPA) using unsupported hcp-Co NPs as 
catalyst. The catalytic experiments were performed under H2 
pressure and heated in an autoclave. All different conditions 
tested are resumed in table 3. 

Table 3. Unsupported Co NPs catalyzed semi-hydrogenation 
of diphenylacetylene. 

 
Entry T/°C t/h H2/bar  conv. (%) Ratio E/Zb Alkane (%) 

 1c 120 16 30 99 1/99 17 
2 120 16 20 99 5/95 15 
3 120 16 10 90 1/99 7 
4 120 1 30 99 4/96 3 
5 RT 16 30 10 4/96 traces 
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6 RT 72 30 58 5/95 6 
a Reaction conditions: 0.5 mmol of DPA in 2 mL of toluene containing 5 
mol% of Co NPs capped by OAm. b Ratio of Z/E is determined by NMR. c 

Beller’s hydrogenation conditions. 

For all the conditions tested the E/Z ratio shows the Z isomer 
as major product with a high selectivity. The temperature of 
the reaction appears to be important. Indeed at 120°C after 16 
hours 90% conversion can be reached whereas only 10% are 
observed at room temperature (Table 3, Entry 1 vs 5). How-
ever, increasing the reaction time at room temperature to 72 
hours allows to reach 58% conversion (Table 3, Entry 6).  It 
is noteworthy to mention that the overreduction to alkane is 
observed at 120°C when comparing 1h reaction with 16h 
reaction with no change of the selectivity (Table 3, Entry 1 vs 
4). Reducing the hydrogen pressure resulted in less alkane 
formation but lower conversion (Table 3, Entries 1-3). We 
thus considered the conditions of the entry 1 for the extension 
to other alkynes because they give the highest conversion and 
ratio E/Z (in this case, the selectivity is higher than the one 
observed by Beller et. al.).  

Table 4. Unsupported Co NPs catalyzed semi-hydrogenation 
of various alkynes. 

 
Entry R1 R2  conv. (%) Ratio E/Z Alkane (%) 

1 Ph Ph 99 1/99 17 
2 4-Br-Ph 4-Br-Ph 80 6/94 11 
3 4-Bu-Ph 4-Bu-Ph 81 19/81 4 
4 Ph SiMe3 24 17/83 - 
5 Ph CH2OH 99 100/0 90 
6 Ph CH(OH)CH2 88 100/0 68 
7 Ph CO2Et 68 100/0 37 
8 C(CH3)2OH C(CH3)2OH 76 11/89 - 

 

Similar selectivity is obtained with 4,4’-dibromoDPA, with 
good conversion. However, with electron donating groups as 
n-butyl in the para position, the formation of the E isomer is 
higher, with 80% conversion. Unsymmetrical alkynes can be 
also reduced. The presence of bulky group such as TMS is 
tolerated with similar selectivity but lower conversion is ob-
served. Surprisingly, when the alkynes are bearing an alcohol 
or an ester substituent (Table 4, Entries 5-7) only the E iso-
mer is observed together with the formation of important 
amount of alkane. A possible explanation can be that the pres-
ence of a chelating oxygen group at the propargyl position, 
may stick the molecule to the NPs and favor the overreduc-
tion. Indeed the none observed Z isomers seems to be readily 
reduced to the E one. However, the hydrogenation of the bulk-
ier bis-isopropanol substituted acetylene shows this time the 
formation of the Z isomer as major product with no alkane 
(Table 4, entry 8). The steric hindrance of this diol can justify 
that the molecule do not stay long on the surface and no over-
reduction is observed. 

CONCLUSION 

We describe here a room temperature expeditious synthesis of 
hcp cobalt NCs based on a disproportionation process. Mixing 
[ClCo(PPh3)3] with fatty alcohol as a stabilizing ligand in THF 
carried out homogenous Co NPs in 6 minutes. Playing with 
the halide substituent on the complex, the NPs size can be 
varied from 2.7 to 8.7 nm. These Co NPs have been fully 
characterized by XRD, TEM, HRTEM and VSM and exhibit 
an hcp crystalline structure consistent with the synthetic condi-
tions (kinetic conditions). Furthermore, initially at 50% the 
yield was improved to 77% by recycling by-products. Com-
pared to previous syntheses published, this synthesis proposes 
a cleaner and less energetic pathway. A ligand exchange to 
oleylamine allowed a 2D and 3D organization and provides 
efficient Co NPs for catalytic semi-hydrogenation of alkynes. 
Catalytic tests show a high conversion and an interesting se-
lectivity, with an inversion of ratio E/Z following the chelating 
properties of the substrate. 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  
General Procedure for the synthesis X(PPh3)3Co complex-
es: On CoX2.6H2O, (40 mmoles) and triphenylphosphine (122 
mmoles) were added 600 mL of degassed ethanol. The resulting 
heterogeneous solution was stirred vigorously at 60°C for 30 
minutes environ to form in situ the complex X2(PPh3)2Co(II) as a 
bright blue powder. The mixture was then cool down to 30°C and 
sodium borohydride (34 mmoles) were added in 10 portions every 
10 minutes. The color of the mixture changed from bright blue to 
dark brown. After 2 hours the brown precipitate was filtrated, 
washed sequentially with ethanol and diethyl ether and was finally 
dried under vaccum to give 25 g of the desired [XCo(PPh3)3] 
complex with 76% yield. 
Synthesis of Cobalt hcp-NCs: 132 mg of [ClCo(PPh3)3] (0,15 
mmol) was loaded in a screw-capped tube of 12 mL with a mag-
netic bar. In another tube, 90 mg of tridecanol (0,45 mmol) was 
dissolved in 6 mL of THF. Then, the solution of tridecanol was 
poured on [ClCo(PPh3)3] under magnetic stirring. The solution 
color changed quickly from brown to black. After 6 minutes, 
about 15 mL of EtOH was added to the black solution and centri-
fuged at 2500 RPM for 5 min. A black powder was observed at 
bottom of tube with a blue supernatant. After elimination of the 
supernatant, the nanoparticles were dispersed in 2 mL of toluene 
and a drop was laid on a copper TEM grid to perform microscopic 
characterization. NPs from [BrCo(PPh3)3] and [ICo(PPh3)3] are 
prepare with the same procedure and amount than the one for 
[ClCo(PPh3)3] precursor. 

Recycling procedure: After 10 standard reactions, all superna-
tants were collected and transferred in schlenk tube. Then, under 
argon, 26 mg of NaBH4 (0.9 eq.) were introduced in portion over 
30 minutes under a vigorous stirring. After 4 hours at RT, the dark 
brown solid formed was filtrated and washed 3 times by EtOH 
and finally once by Et2O. The solid was dried giving 490 mg of 
[ClCo(PPh3)3]. 

Ligand exchange procedure: To a dispersed solution of NPs in 
toluene 20 eq. of oleylamine were added and mixed for 5 minutes. 
The excess of ligands was removed by a EtOH washing (20 mL). 

Catalytic test: Under argon atmosphere, in a sealed tube was 
added 0.5 mmoles of the substrate with 2 mL of a toluene suspen-
sion containing 5 mol% of Co NPs passivated by oleylamine. 
Then the tube was introduced in an autoclave and filled with the 
desired pressure of hydrogen. The mixture was stirred and heated 
in an oil bath. At the end of the reaction the solution was filtered 
over silica and washed with pentane or ethyl acetate (depending 
on the polarity of the substrate). The solvent was removed under 

R2R1
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reduced pressure to give the desired compound.  
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